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Serving 40 Million Financial Customers in Minutes  
with BIRT iHub
Actuate powers a scalable, high-performance application  
that creates and delivers personalized reports

A prospective customer challenged Actuate to prove that an application powered by BIRT iHub could prepare 
and present monthly transaction statements for millions of users on a tight deadline. Because high performance 
and linear scalability are hallmarks of solutions powered by BIRT iHub, Actuate accepted the challenge.
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Executive Summary
Actuate was challenged by a global financial services 
company to create a test application that would 
generate monthly transaction statements for 40 
million users in five days, and then present those 
statements in near-real time. Because many users 
access their statements in the first two days after 
data is available, the statement presentation portion 
of the application needed to respond to a high peak 
workload. 

User statements could range in length from a 
few entries to hundreds of pages. The company’s 
customers reside in many countries, so the 
application needed to support multiple currencies. 
All statements needed to be available to users for 
seven years after creation. The application would 
potentially handle more than 200 million users, so 
the solution needed to scale.

Establish
Parameters

Generate and
Present Statements

Build and
Fill Systems

Prepare Data
for Presentation

Preparation Testing

Actuate met this challenge with an application 
built using BIRT iHub. Actuate proved that a simple, 
clustered four-server BIRT iHub system could meet all 
of the customer’s data-preparation and statement-
presentation goals – including handling the short-
term spike in statement delivery – in less than two 
days, and easily scale to many more users. 

A Project in Four Parts
After establishing parameters for the test, Actuate engineers assembled an infrastructure and created data 
sources for the test. The testing itself was done in two phases: data preparation, followed by statement 
generation and presentation. 
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Assumptions and Expectations
The following test parameters were established 
based on guidance from Actuate’s prospective 
customer: 

 •  40 million user accounts, complete with logins 
and one month’s worth of transaction details in 
multiple currencies, were created. 

 •  Those 40 million users would generate a total of 
4.2 billion transaction records (686 GB of data) per 
month. 

 •  Transaction data would be organized and 
prepared for statements in a batch within five 
days of the end of each month.

 •  Statements would be created and presented 
when individual users requested them. 

 •  Each statement would have a summary 
table showing the beginning balance, total 
transactions grouped by transaction type and 
currency type, and ending balance. The statement 
would also present transaction details grouped 
by currency and sorted chronologically. Each 
page of the statement would include the client’s 
name and address, a header with a company logo, 
and footer with boilerplate text. Figure 1 shows 
sample statement pages. 

 •  Statements would be accessible to users on 
demand for a minimum of seven years.

Figure 1: A sample statement generated by the application 
includes an account summary, transaction details, logos 
and boilerplate text.
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 •  Statements would vary in size according to this 
distribution:

 •  20 percent of the user population – 8 million 
users in all – would access their statements within 
two days of statements becoming available.  

 •  During those two days, 85 percent of users 
would access and view their statements online 
in HTML format, while 15 percent would request 
statements as PDFs. The application would 
therefore need to generate 1.2 million PDFs in the 
first two days.

Population Database size Page Count PDF Document Size

94% of users 75 rows 12 Pages 30 KB

5% of users 300 rows 40 Pages 80 KB

1% of users 2,000 rows 250 Pages 400 KB
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Figure 2: Anticipated hour-by-hour distribution of users accessing statements on the first day of availability.

 •  Two-thirds of users in the first two days –  
5.3 million users total – would retrieve their 
statements on the first day of availability. The 
time distribution of first-day users would follow 
the curve in Figure 2. The peak number of 
simultaneous active users (i.e., the peak system 
load) would be 439,000.
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Test Preparation: Building a 40 Million-User Architecture

What is BIRT iHub? 

BIRT iHub is the commercial platform for all BIRT content. The out-
of-the-box deployment server removes the burden on developers 
to manually build infrastructure components, and automatically 
enriches content for end users with interactivity and personalization. 
Learn more at  
actuate.com/products/birt-ihub-visualization-platform/

What is an iHub Encyclopedia? 

An iHub Encyclopedia is a partitioned set of content, users, and 
permissions that encapsulate an application. In a production or OEM 
environment, the Encyclopedia can have multiple volumes, each 
with unique content, users and permissions. Actuate supports DB2, 
Microsoft SQL Server 2008, Oracle and Postgres for the Encyclopedia. 
The iHub Encyclopedia database can be replicated for fault 
tolerance.

Actuate created a scalable architecture based on 
industry-standard hardware and BIRT iHub software. 
Certain components of the software (such as a 
database for metadata) were assigned their own 
hardware to reduce bottlenecks and resource 
contention. 

The following systems comprised the test 
infrastructure:

 •  One four-node cluster of BIRT iHub (iHub Cluster in 
Figure 3).

 •  One ETL database (ETL Data in Figure 3) to host 
transaction data in comma separated value (CSV) 
format for 10 million customers. The same data 
was used four times to create simulated records 
for 40 million users. The ETL database would hold 
more than a billion rows of transaction records.

 •  One iHub Encyclopedia database (iHub DB in 
Figure 3) to host metadata such as file access 
rights and file locations. Postgres was used for the 
database. 

Figure 3: The infrastructure built by Actuate for the test.

Test Clients

Information Consoles

iHub Cluster

iHub DB

ETL Data

10 GB Network

iHub File System
2 x 12 disks w/
2 partitions
(4 partitions total)

http://www.actuate.com/products/birt-ihub-visualization-platform/
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 •  Hardware for the iHub cluster, ETL database and 
iHub Encyclopedia database was:

 о  Dual-processor server, 6 cores per processor, 
Intel Xeon X5650, 2.66 GHz

 о  48 GB RAM

 о  SPECint 2006 rating: 353

 о  Red Hat Linux operating system

 •  Two storage systems (iHub File System in Figure 
3) to hold of BIRT Data Objects and generated 
reports. 

 о  600 GB SAS (Serial Attached SCSI) disk drives, 
6 gigabit per second  I/O

 о  12 disk drives per file system 

 о  Disks in each file system were arranged into 
two partitions (four partitions total) 

 •  Four load-balanced Information Consoles 
(Information Consoles in Figure 3) providing portal 
access to the iHub Cluster

 •  Three load-generating clients (Test Clients in 
Figure 3) to generate simulated user actions

 •  One 10-gigabit network

What is the Information Console? 

The Information Console provides an interface that enables users to 
browse, run, view and organize reports. It seamlessly integrates BIRT 
content within any webpage, following the site’s look and feel. 

Note that BIRT iHub is responsible for both 
preparing transaction data to be statement-ready, 
and for generating and presenting the statements 
themselves. These two processes exploit different 
capabilities of BIRT: 

 •  BIRT Factories build BIRT Data Objects from CSV 
files in the data preparation phase. 

 •  BIRT Designer Professional and BIRT Viewing 
Services structure data and create PDF and HTML 
documents during the statement generation 
phase.  

What is a BIRT Data Object? 

The BIRT Data Object (BDO) is an efficient, compressed data format. 
BDOs are normalized and indexed; they do not require a database to 
read, and are built for analytics. For these reasons, BDOs provide an 
ideal format for archiving monthly transaction data – a key element 
of the customer’s requirements.
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Test Phase 1: Data Preparation
The first test phase was designed to prove that 
Actuate could prepare a month’s worth of account 
data for presentation in an acceptable timeframe. 
Five days (7,200 minutes) was chosen as a goal.

The test followed a procedure common to financial 
institutions: An extract, transform, load (ETL) process 
would pull a month’s data from a production 
database in comma-separated value (CSV) format. At 
many institutions this large CSV file is loaded into a 
separate data warehouse for statement generation. 
However, because BIRT supports CSV files directly 
as data sources, the data warehousing step was 
unnecessary.

The test CSV file was 686 GB in size and held 4.2 
billion rows of raw transactional data. From this CSV 
file, BIRT iHub produced 56 BIRT Data Objects (BDOs), 
each containing approximately one million user 
statements and ranging in size from 11 to 13 GB. The 
total size of all BDOs was 718 GB. 

Actuate employed BIRT’s BDO caching utility to 
prepare and cache statement data in memory for 
faster access. 

Figure 4. Data flow for Phase 1 of Actuate’s test application. 
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iHub DB

ETL Data

iHub File System

ETL CSV Output
4.2 Billion records
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•   56 BIRT Data Objects
•   11-13 GB each
•   ~1M statements each
•   718 GB total BDO size

BIRT Data Objects

CSV

CSV
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Two rounds of tests were conducted in Phase 1, 
with each round run first on a two-node iHub 
cluster and then on a four-node iHub cluster. 
Each iHub node was configured to run eight BIRT 
Factories. The goal of running both two-node and 
four-node tests was to prove that the task could 
be completed successfully with two nodes, and 
also to show that BIRT performance scaled (with 
additional hardware) to support the customer’s 
eventual goal of supporting 200 million users.

Round one of the test involved organizing the data 
by account but not sorting the data within the 
BIRT Data Objects. This table shows the time and 
throughput for the task, and confirms BIRT’s linear 
scalability.  

Round two of the test organized the data (from 
the CSV file) by account and then sorted it by date 
before creating BIRT Data Objects. Sorting, which 
makes data in the BDO easier to retrieve and use for 
calculation, was performed by BIRT iHub. Sorting 

requires considerable computing power, so adding 
sorting to the BDO creation process was intended 
to test iHub performance.  This table shows the time 
and throughput for the task.

Round two of the test identified a bottleneck 
unrelated to the sorting process: The single file 
system serving CSV data became saturated – that 
is, it was operating at peak I/O capacity. The BIRT 
engines could consume CSV data faster than the 
storage could serve it. Disk I/O is common bottleneck 
for systems working with large data volumes. 

Actuate added a second CSV file system and reran 
the test. The bottleneck disappeared and the system 
returned to linear scalability. Solid-state drives would 
also eliminate the disk I/O problem, but at higher 
cost.  This table shows the time and throughput for 
the task with the second file system in place.

Round one: Statements Organized by Account

Configuration Time Throughput (MB/Sec)

2 iHub cluster, 16 BIRT Factories 135 mins 88 MB/sec

4 iHub cluster, 32 BIRT Factories 69 mins 176 MB/sec

Round two: Statements Organized by Account and Sorted

Configuration Time Throughput (MB/Sec)

2 iHub cluster, 16 BIRT Factories, 1 CSV file server 155 mins 74 MB/sec

4 iHub cluster, 32 BIRT Factories, 1 CSV file server 115 mins 99.2 MB/sec

**CSVs were on single NFS server, disk I/O saturated.

Round two: Statements Organized by Account and Sorted

Configuration Time Throughput (MB/Sec)

4 iHub cluster, 32 BIRT Factories, 2 CSV file servers 75 mins 152.4 MB/sec
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Figure 5: Phase 1 test results, showing iHub linear scaling in processing CSV data into BIRT Data Objects. 

The goal of Phase 1 was to prepare the data for 
presentation in 7,200 minutes. The efficiency of BIRT 
iHub enabled the process to be completed in 75 
minutes or less using two clusters. Storage speed 

affected performance when iHub also sorted the 
CSV data before creating BDOs, but adding a second 
file server removed that bottleneck. Results are 
consolidated in Figure 5.
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Test Phase 2: On-Demand Generation and Viewing 
The second phase of the test measured system 
performance when generating and presenting 
statements to users. During this phase, three test 
clients generated thousands of simulated user 
sessions at a rapid pace. Each simulated user 
performed the following actions:

1.  Log in to the website. The test platform included 
integration between website login credentials 
and BIRT iHub to replicate a single sign-on user 
experience. 

As previously noted, user statements varied in size 
according to this distribution:

The goal of the test was to deliver 439,000 statement 
views per hour (122 views per second) to meet the 
expected first day peak load (see Figure 2).

Four tests, each lasting one hour, were conducted 
using the entire complement of 56 BIRT Data Objects. 
The first test used one iHub and one Information 
Console. Each subsequent test added one iHub and 
one Information Console to the cluster. In all tests, 
each iHub drove four Viewing Services. Details on the 
test are shown in the following table.

Configuration 
IC x IH, VS Throughput Users

per hour
Response
time

CPU
iHub CPU IC Errors Error

Rate

1x1, 4 VS 31 views/sec 111K 0.98 sec 79% 22% 42 0.0004%

2x2, 8 VS 66 views/sec 238K 0.92 sec 80% 24% 88 0.0004%

3x3, 12 VS 99 views/sec 358K 0.93 sec 79% 24% 131 0.0004%

4x4, 16 VS 131 views/sec 473K 0.94 sec 80% 25% 176 0.0004%

IC = Information Console, IH = iHub, VS = Viewing Services

Population Database size Page Count PDF Document Size

94% of users 75 rows 12 Pages 30 KB

5% of users 300 rows 40 Pages 80 KB

1% of users 2,000 rows 250 Pages 400 KB

2.  Request the statement report. This action invoked 
an Actuate on-demand request to generate and 
display the report.

3.  View the first page of the statement in HTML via 
Actuate Viewer (85 percent of users); or Download 
the full statement as PDF (15 percent of users). 

4.  Log out.
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Figure 6. Phase 2 test results, showing iHub linear scaling in delivering statement views.

A cluster of four BIRT iHub servers and four 
Information Consoles delivered 131 views per 
second, beating the goal of 122 views per second by 
more than 7 percent. iHub CPUs never exceeded 80 
percent of capacity. 

Additionally, tests showed that BIRT iHub scaled 
linearly as iHub servers and Information Consoles 
were added (see Figure 6). 

Errors were documented and error rates were 
measured during the hour-long runs. Users who 
experienced errors re-executed their requests until 
the views were successfully completed. The very 
low error rate remained consistent as the iHub 
cluster grew.
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Conclusions 
Actuate engineers were challenged to meet specific 
scalability and performance goals using BIRT. The 
test showed that BIRT iHub met all objectives: 

 •  In a four-server cluster, BIRT iHub easily handled 
user and transaction data for 40 million accounts. 
All BIRT components proved to be linearly 
scalable and easily able to handle both more 
users and more transactions.

 •  BIRT iHub was very fast at preparing CSV data 
for presentation. Although 7,200 minutes were 
allotted to prepare 4.2 billion rows of data, iHub 
required less than 75 minutes for the task – just 
over one percent of the allotted time. 

 •  BIRT iHub in a four-server cluster easily served 
expected workloads, including a first-day peak 
of 439,000 views per hour, with CPU capacity to 
spare. The peak workload included a variety of 
statement types and complexities. 

BIRT iHub can meet demanding requirements 
for high-volume, high-velocity, rapidly scaling 
data preparation and presentation. This test was 
performed for a financial services company, but 
similar requirements exist in other markets and use 
cases, including healthcare, government, the Internet 
of Things, and customer-facing applications. 

Download BIRT iHub
BIRT iHub is the commercial platform for all BIRT content. The out-of-the-box deployment server removes the burden 
on developers to manually build infrastructure components, and automatically enriches content for end users with 
interactivity and personalization.

actuate.com/resources/product-downloads/

http://www.actuate.com/resources/product-downloads/
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